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The P offers the sonic and performance advantages of a three-way loudspeaker in a cabinet the
size of most two-ways. Not only does this insure consistent directivity through crossover, but
also allows the horn to be ideally sized for consistent directivity through the low-mid crossover
as well. Only Renkus-Heinz can combine this level of performance, fidelity and power in such a
compact, easy to install or transport, loudspeaker. This website uses cookies so that we can
provide you with the best user experience possible. Cookie information is stored in your
browser and performs functions such as recognising you when you return to our website and
helping our team to understand which sections of the website you find most interesting and
useful. Strictly Necessary Cookie should be enabled at all times so that we can save your
preferences for cookie settings. If you disable this cookie, we will not be able to save your
preferences. This means that every time you visit this website you will need to enable or disable
cookies again. Home Products. Custom colors optional. Multi-band peak and thermal limiting on
both channels protects the drivers. Latency: All Models 6. Privacy Overview This website uses
cookies so that we can provide you with the best user experience possible. Strictly Necessary
Cookies Strictly Necessary Cookie should be enabled at all times so that we can save your
preferences for cookie settings. Enable or Disable Cookies. Enable All Save Settings. Eight fully
parametric filters, high and low shelf, high and low pass filters, delay to ms. Idle: mW. The most
convenient way to get low frequency bass in your system is to drop-in a Punch Loaded
enclosure. We're not talking junk in the trunk, we're talking the same genuine Punch woofers
available separately. Klippel is a speaker certification program allowing us to deliver the best
possible subwoofers. Contact the Authorized Rockford Fosgate Dealer you purchased this
product from. If you need further assistance, call for Rockford Customer Service. You are
responsible for shipment of product to Rockford. Prior to requesting an RA, try to diagnose the
failure. Many products we receive are sent back with No Trouble Found, usually due to incorrect
installation. Please call us during normal business hours at option 1 and be prepared with the
following information:. These are by far the best 12s I have seen. I can only imagine what the
bigger models sound like!! I am planning on buying these subs with the enclosure it comes with
and I am going to give it the proper power it deserves rms wise. I am hoping to be amazed by
the sound quality and the overall performance of the subs and the box. I cant to purchase the
box. I just want to say thank you Rockford for creating such a masterpiece that i want to believe
it will be. It looks like a masterpiece so i think its safe to call it one. The Class-BD technology
produces bass more efficiently over traditional amps, and its frequency response is optimized
for subwoofers. About Us. Your Shopping Cart Subtotal. Go to Checkout Continue Shopping.
Read More. Find Dealer. Overview Technologies Specifications Support Accessories. Overview
The most convenient way to get low frequency bass in your system is to drop-in a Punch
Loaded enclosure. Woofer Quantity. Enclosure Material. View Process. Scanned copy of
Original Receipt emailed to cs. Reviews Awesome. Potential buyer. Complete Your System
Rockford Fosgate products are built to work together seamlessly for the ultimate experience.
Click to explore some of the products that work best. View Product. Sound Deadening Trunk Kit
Premium sound deadening material kit for a standard sedan trunk. Be first to hear about the
latest products. Sign up for product updates. Sign Up. The P3 12 inch subwoofers now feature
anodized aluminum cones and dustcaps along with unique spider venting to keep the motor
cooler than previous versions. Best of all, a new hybrid stamp-cast basket offers the best of
both worlds by providing super strength while minimizing weight and resonance. Looking for
more options? Check out all of our subwoofers. Improved reliability and performance by
reducing fatigue and possible shorting. Klippel is a speaker certification program allowing us to
deliver the best possible subwoofers. Rockford Fosgate subwoofers use anodized aluminum
voice coil formers that provide superior heat dissipation up to Unlike traditional plastic
substitutions, aluminum acts like a heat-sink to quickly dissipate thermal build-up on the voice
coil. This keeps subwoofers cool during high SPL conditions. The slot mounted frame pattern
allows fine-tuning of the subwoofer's mounting position. Contact the Authorized Rockford
Fosgate Dealer you purchased this product from. If you need further assistance, call for
Rockford Customer Service. You are responsible for shipment of product to Rockford. Prior to
requesting an RA, try to diagnose the failure. Many products we receive are sent back with No
Trouble Found, usually due to incorrect installation. Please call us during normal business
hours at option 1 and be prepared with the following information:. Determining power needed
for speakers. Prevent blowing your subwoofers. Temperature differences between subwoofer
voice coil types. I have one of these in a 1. It goes for hours and never falters. Love RF and will
recommend to anyone P. I have these subs in a polyfilled sealed box and they are absolutely
loud. Definitely turn heads with two of these on a tbd amp. Get these things you will not be
disappointed. If you are curious on how they sound or what they do, feel free to check them out
on my YouTube channel-Pawnstar I've never had a single issue with them and they perform just

as intended. I will probably not buy from another brand again as Rockford Fosgate has fulfilled
my picky audio needs. I installed one of these in the trunk of my car, in a sealed box facing
forward toward the back seats. The box is built exactly to the recommended volume, and I gotta
say I absolutely love the sound of this sub. Very tight accurate bass, responsive and clear. I
have the dual 2 ohm version, have it wired to a 1 ohm total load and feeding it around watts
RMS. This thing can handle the full volume range without distorting, playing rock, metal,
industrial, rap, dubstep and multiple other genres. Great subwoofer, I'm very glad I purchased it
and plan to install a second one too. The Class-BD technology produces bass more efficiently
over traditional amps, and its frequency response allows it to be optimized for subwoofers.
About Us. Your Shopping Cart Subtotal. Go to Checkout Continue Shopping. Find Dealer.
Magnet Weight oz. View Process. Scanned copy of Original Receipt emailed to cs. Available
Wiring Diagrams. Please consult your amplifier owner's manual for lowest recommended
impedance. Wiring Diagram 1. Wiring Diagram 2. Wiring Diagram 3. Wiring Diagram 4. Wiring
Diagram 5. Wiring Diagram 6. Wiring Diagram 7. Wiring Diagram 8. Wiring Diagram 9. Speaker
Polarity. Determining power needed for speakers Prevent blowing your subwoofers
Temperature differences between subwoofer voice coil types Differences between SVC and DVC
subwoofers. Reviews Love it. These things are loud. Perfect Subwoofer. Complete Your System
Rockford Fosgate products are built to work together seamlessly for the ultimate experience.
Click to explore some of the products that work best. View Product. Sound Deadening Trunk Kit
Premium sound deadening material kit for a standard sedan trunk. Be first to hear about the
latest products. Sign up for product updates. Sign Up. The P3D inch dual subwoofer also
includes:. The P3 subwoofers now feature anodized aluminum cones and dustcaps along with
unique spider venting to keep the motor cooler than previous versions. Best of all, a new hybrid
stamp-cast basket offers the best of both worlds by providing super strength while minimizing
weight and resonance. Looking for enclosures? Check out our speaker boxes. Improved
reliability and performance by reducing fatigue and possible shorting. Klippel is a speaker
certification program allowing us to deliver the best possible subwoofers. Rockford Fosgate
subwoofers use anodized aluminum voice coil formers that provide superior heat dissipation up
to Unlike traditional plastic substitutions, aluminum acts like a heat-sink to quickly dissipate
thermal build-up on the voice coil. This keeps subwoofers cool during high SPL conditions. The
slot mounted frame pattern allows fine-tuning of the subwoofer's mounting position. Contact
the Authorized Rockford Fosgate Dealer you purchased this product from. If you need further
assistance, call for Rockford Customer Service. You are responsible for shipment of product to
Rockford. Prior to requesting an RA, try to diagnose the failure. Many products we receive are
sent back with No Trouble Found, usually due to incorrect installation. Please call us during
normal business hours at option 1 and be prepared with the following information:. Determining
power needed for speakers. Prevent blowing your subwoofers. Temperature differences
between subwoofer voice coil types. I have 4 12 inch p3 running off of 2 r in a buick lesabre its
amazing the bass i get love them. Have 2 of these in my Mazda 3. I can tell you, R. Takes a set of
Ts components in the front on a T amp to keep up with the bass. I wish they could accept 8ga
wire but that is my only gripe. Keep it up RF. So I just added 2 12inch P3 dvc 4ohm in my Tahoe
with the Very loud bass for my heave bass songs and when I urn down the subs to less bass
music they have a fast response and good town quality. I really enjoy them. I love my subs! The
Class-BD technology produces bass more efficiently over traditional amps, and its frequency
response is optimized for subwoofers. The PX2 amplifier is great with full-range or component
systems or can be bridged for use with several subwoofers. The PMX1bd is a Watt mono
amplifier with high dynamic power using Class-bd technology and a conformal coated pc board
designed for motorsport and marine applications. About Us. Your Shopping Cart Subtotal. Go to
Checkout Continue Shopping. The P3D inch dual subwoofer also includes: Read More. Find
Dealer. Speaker Connector. Magnet Weight oz. View Process. Scanned copy of Original Receipt
emailed to cs. Available Wiring Diagrams. Please consult your amplifier owner's manual for
lowest recommended impedance. Wiring Diagram 1. Wiring Diagram 2. Wiring Diagram 3. Wiring
Diagram 4. Wiring Diagram 5. Wiring Diagram 6. Wiring Diagram 7. Wiring Diagram 8. Wiring
Diagram 9. Speaker Polarity. Determining power needed for speakers Prevent blowing your
subwoofers Temperature differences between subwoofer voice coil types Differences between
SVC and DVC subwoofers. Reviews Four inch P3. Complete Your System Rockford Fosgate
products are built to work together seamlessly for the ultimate experience. Click to explore
some of the products that work best. View Product. Sound Deadening Trunk Kit Premium sound
deadening material kit for a standard sedan trunk. Be first to hear about the latest products.
Sign up for product updates. Sign Up. Your question might be answered by sellers,
manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. The most convenient way to get low frequency

bass in your system is to drop-in a Punch loaded enclosure. We're not talking junk in the trunk,
we're talking the same genuine Punch woofers available separately. The Rockford Fosgate
precision-built enclosure and Punch subwoofer make the PX12 an ideal solution to quickly and
easily add serious bass to your system. Just wire it to your existing compatible amp and hear
the boom! Featuring high current binding posts for maximum signal to the speaker inside and
quick release compression terminals for moving the enclosure when needed. Our proprietary
high-flow, low-noise port ensures the proper airflow to reproduces low bass frequencies
accurately and with the highest output. Skip to main content. Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27
Order within 4 hrs and 47 mins Details. Only 9 left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure
transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our
payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. If this is a
gift, consider shipping to a different address. Ships from. Sold by. Rockford Fosgate. Rockford
Fosgate PX Include Add a Protection Plan:. Malfunctions covered after the manufacturer's
warranty. Power surges covered from day one. Most claims approved within minutes. Add No
Thanks. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Visit the Rockford Fosgate Store. Style: Watts.
Product Packaging: Standard Packaging. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add
all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Sold
by Rockford Fosgate and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. FREE Shipping. Ships from and sold
by Audio Watt Store. Ships from and sold by VM Express. Customers who bought this item also
bought. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Rockford Punch Remote Level
Control. Planet Audio AC Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Register a
free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please
try your search again later. From the brand. Our story How we got our start? The founder, Jim
Fosgate, is often referred to as the inventor of the car audio amplifier, marketing the first car
stereo systems, and spearheading the car audio revolution. Rockford Fosgate is still the global
leader in audio innovation, as your passion is our purpose. What makes our product unique?
Whether its automobiles, motorcycles, boats, or off-road vehicles, we like to say if it has wheels
or floats, we make a stereo for it. Sound built for speed. Purpose built for your lifestyle. Why we
love what we do? Truly a line designed by fanatics for fanatics, our family of products are
developed by the same people that use them in their everyday lives. Product Description. Drop
in the Bass! PX12 The most convenient way to get low frequency bass in your system is to
drop-in a Punch loaded enclosure. Quick Release Terminals Featuring high current binding
posts for maximum signal to the speaker inside and quick release compression terminals for
moving the enclosure when needed. High Flow Vent Our proprietary high-flow, low-noise port
ensures the proper airflow to reproduces low bass frequencies accurately and with the highest
output. Compare with similar items. Item Weight Would you like to tell us about a lower price?
See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images.
Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. The biggest thing I want to make note of is
that Rockford speakers always perform like their big brother. A 10 sounds like a 12, a 12 sounds
like a 15, and so on. I have this sub wired into a watt 5 channel Punch amplifier. All of this is in a
Corolla. It is an investment, but so so so worth it. Images in this review. Love it! Box could be a
tad thicker, but it is pretty well made for the money. Paired it with a Rockford Fosgate Prime
Watt Class D 1 channel Amplifier, and at 1ohm this sub drops hard, of course I properly
adjusted the max deck vol level, then the max gain, be sure to have bass remote all the way up
or very close before you adjust the gain for distortion.. Gavin Turley. Things flat out slaps. Have
to alpine component speakers up front to even it out. I bought this single enclosed sub for my
19 mustang, the box was a bit taller than I anticipated. I easily removed my back seats to merge
in through the back. Nonetheless, the sound quality is amazing and the bass is deep and crispy
how I wanted. I have it hooked up to a rockford watt amp, in which the certificate states it
produces which is great! You can never go wrong or be disappointed with this setup. Box
sounds amazing crispy bass. Previous review says box not so much, lies.. Buy this unit. The
box not so much. I love this subwoofer. Powerful and sounds great, but the mesh in the port
makes noise at high volume. I wanted to upgrade from my 2 10 inch p1's to something that
could hit harder but still not take up a bunch of space in the trunk. Nothing against the p1's
though, they are great subs that would let everybody know you're coming from a block away. I
just wanted the low of a 12 inch woofer. At the same time I wanted to have something around
the same wattage as the p1's. I wanted to get the best punch series woofer, so I bought the 12
inch P3. Aesthetically speaking it looks really good and I like the grill on the port, some don't
though. It's a "mini" amp that pushes 1 ohm probably only true watts so it's over powering the

sub a good amount. I'm making sure to be careful not to blow it. On to the sound. This thing
absolutely rocks for one sub. I hooked it up and was like oh okay sounds good. Then I just kept
turning up the volume and it sounded better than the P1's. I knew it immediately and cracked a
little smile because I knew that I made a good decision. See all reviews. What other items do
customers buy after viewing this item? Pages with related products. See and discover other
items: watt rms. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon
Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment
Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Punch P3 P3D Dual DVC. Slim Wedge.
Punch P1 P1S Punch P2 P2D Single SVC. Drive In Car Audio. VM Express. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who
bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please
enter a question. Since day one, we have spearheaded the car audio revolution. Nothing has
changed. Rockford Fosgate is still the global leader in audio innovation and your passion is our
purpose. We engineer the best audio systems for your lifestyle! An awesome choice whether
you want to add one or multiple subwoofers to your vehicle. The P3 inch subwoofers can be
used in either sealed or ported enclosures, plus you'll get the wiring flexibility of dual voice
coils. Punch subwoofers deliver deep, loud, aggressive bass. Click to enlarge. Anodized
aluminum voice coil formers provide excellent heat dissipation. Unlike traditional plastic
substitutions, aluminum acts like a heat-sink to quickly dissipate thermal build-up on the voice
coil. This keeps subwoofers cool during high SPL conditions. This means your speaker has the
capacity to handle power under continuous damand, not instantaneous power handling, that
over time, can damage voice coils. Reversible Mounting Rockford Fosgate subwoofers can be
mounted in either direction. A removable trim ring can be installed on the back or front side of
the subwoofer frame. This gives the subwoofer a finished look regardless of mounting
configuration. Stitched Tinsel Leads Multipoint "periodic" stitched lead wire technique reduces
the mass of each tinsel lead and spreads stress and strain over a greater area, significantly
improving the reliability and performance of the subwoofer. These stitched tinsel leads
withstand extreme duty cycles, fatigue and high current that is critical to robust design.
Venturi-Effect Cooling The "Venturi-Effect" is created by gradually reducing the air-flow exhaust
path area, which increases the air speed across the key thermal masses ofthe speaker motor
parts maximizing cooling effectiveness. Rockford's 30 year reputation is grounded in
engineering and manufacturing some of the finest audio products in the world. The company's
no-compromise approach has yielded patented iconic products such as the Punch EQ, Punch
45 amplifier and the 3Sixty integrated signal processor. Today, Rockford's new products push
the performance envelope even further. Each new product is a step forward--they sound bigger,
they play louder, and run longer. Rockford never settles for "good enough. Rockfords new
amplifiers, speakers and subwoofers have raised the bar on the competition. On a tighter
budget? Consider the Prime Series R1S Manufacturer's Review December 30, The P3 inch
subwoofers are very popular, especially with people running multiple subwoofer configurations.
Their dual voice coil design gives many different wiring options to ensure you get the most from
your amplifier. Punch subwoofers deliver deep, loud, aggressive bass Vented spider cavity.
Aluminum Voice Coil Former Two things generally happen when voice coils heat-up. Rockford
Fosgate subwoofers use aluminum formers or voice coils for their excellent heat dissipation
and SPL capabilities unlike many other plastic substitutes. Tall Profile Surround The use of Tall
Profile high excursion poly-etherester Surrounds, subwoofers exhibit maximum linear travel
characteristics without reducing overall piston size. The benefit of the "Venturi-Effect" is the
reduction of voice coil temperatures, substantially improving thermal dissipation, and
improving overall reliability. Skip to main content. Fastest delivery: March 1 - 4. In Stock. Add to
Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and
privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn
more. Ships from. Audio Watt Store. Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Malfunctions
covered after the manufacturer's warranty. Power surges covered from day one. Most claims
approved within minutes. Add No Thanks. Image Unavailable Image not available for Color:.
Visit the Rockford Fosgate Store. Product Packaging: Standard Packaging. There is a newer
model of this item:. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1

of 1. Previous page. Next page. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item?
Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your
request. Please try your search again later. Compare with similar items. From the Manufacturer
Manufacturer's Review December 30, The P3 inch subwoofers are very popular, especially with
people running multiple subwoofer configurations. They can generate heat close to the
melt-down temp of their adhesive bonds which leads to eventual failure. What's in the Box P3D
subwoofer, user's manual. Item Weight Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top
reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try
again later. Love it. We purchased this one to replace our daughters original that got damaged,
its identical and works perfectly! Just want we wanted! This sub is awesome thanks to
Rockford. I bought this one for a little more because i wanted the old style that is pictured but
received. The new style. The companys customer service was less than stellar. Highly
recommended. They SLAP. Super loud, smooth sounds. They are heavy big magnets! A good
deal for the price, given Rockford's solid record and standing. Though if you have the money I
would recommend stepping up the watts depending on your amp. Punch is a great production
series but you don't necessarily need to out overpower your subs and burn them up even with it
being near impossible to with these unless you're trying to. Rockford proves they're still a force
to be reckoned with in the Car Audio Industry. And again, not the most expensive sub-woofer
out there, but well worth the money - raising the bar with high quality performance. I somehow
managed to shove the subs in the back of my small pickup and they sound phenomenal. The
best part of these subs is that they aren't just loud I'd highly recommend buying these subs. I
got one of these to replace an orion xtrpro and it does a fair job at that. The down side is that
these subs are far too expensive for what you get. Yes, I now have a mongrel system. I have 2
wired together at 1 ohm with a watt amp. Approximately decibels. Speaker pounds and you can
over clock Rockfords all day with no problems. See all reviews. Pages with related products.
See and discover other items: push poles , 4 Ohm Dual Coil Subwoofers. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Rockford Fosgate. Rockford Fosgate Punch Series Su
2008 chevy impala temperature sensor
1974 ford f250 camper special
ronk add a phase wiring diagram
bs Featuring innovative parabolic cone designs, oversized surrounds and large motor
assemblies, Punch subwoofers deliver deep, loud, aggressive bass--not to mention stunning
cosmetics that you'll want to show off. For over 20 years, Punch subwoofers have shown the
world that big bass, extended power handling and awesome cosmetics need not cost a fortune.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life.

